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ABSTRACT
Reproducibility: the extent to which consistent results are obtained
when an experiment is repeated, is important as a means to validate
experimental results, promote integrity of research, and accelerate
follow up work. Commitment to artifact reviewing and badging
seeks to promote reproducibility and rank the quality of submitted
artifacts.

However, as illustrated in this issue [15], the current badging
scheme, with its focus upon an artifact being reusable, may not
identify limitations of architecture, implementation, or evaluation.

We propose that to improve the insight into artifact reproducibil-
ity, the depth and nature of artifact evaluation must move beyond
simply considering if an artifact is reusable. Artifact evaluation
should consider the methods of that evaluation alongside the vary-
ing of inputs to that evaluation. To achieve this, we suggest an
extension to the scope of artifact badging, and describe both ap-
proaches and best practice arising in other communities. We seek
to promote conversation and make a call to action intended to
strengthen the scientific method within our domain.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Science depends upon trust and verification; for experimental
work this trust is derived from confidence that results are able to
be verified given the same artifact (experiment) under the same
conditions. Critically, this trust permits researchers to put their
ideas among their peers — confident the peers will understand both
artifact, and experiment — allowing interpretation and discussion
of the results. Additionally, this trust permits a reader to verify the
work and also to build upon it; our community has been tackling
verification, this paper focusses upon reproducibility: the extent
to which consistent results are obtained when an experiment is
repeated. Reproducibility is a core requirement for a scientific dis-
cipline to be trusted. It enables us to validate that artifacts exist,
that an evaluation is genuine, and that the obtained results and-or
interpretation are reproducible. Reproducibility is recognised as of
core importance to the ACM SIGCOMM community [2, 13]; to this
end our community has adopted the ACM artifact evaluation and
badging scheme [12].

ACM SIGCOMM currently supports three tiers of artifacts badg-
ing. The highest, “Reusable”, means that the artifact is documented,
consistent, complete, exercisable, includes appropriate evidence of
verification and validation, and exhibits a quality that significantly
exceeds minimal functionality [12]. ACM recognizes two further
tiers of reproducibility that focus upon validation of reported re-
sults: results replicated and results reproduced [1]. ACM specifically
considers robustness a goal for these badges; although that has not
been without its own inconsistencies: some disagreement remains
over the precise difference between replicate and reproduce.

Scope
We keenly recognise we will leave questions unanswered, such as
how to provide strong incentives to publish reproducible artifacts,
and how dowe balance artifact evaluation needs and initiatives with
maintaining engagement of the, already over-stretched, reviewer
community. We must both balance and manage the expectations
of author, reviewer, and reader alike, to this end we encourage the
community to continue to explore these critical issues.

After all, a good evaluation should not become the metaphor-
ical stick to reject a submission merely because the (previously
unknown) limitations are described alongside the innovations.

In this work we askWhat should be the level of evaluation applied
to SIGCOMM research artifacts?. In this issue, Zilberman observes
shortcomings that are not detectable under SIGCOMM’s reusable
badge [15]: limitations of the architecture, of the implementation,
and of the evaluation. An evaluation of the performance of NDP [7],
the Best Paper Award winner of SIGCOMM’17, is used to illus-
trate how sensitivity tests and robustness experiments can uncover
limitations of a solution.

Based on these observations, we suggest that artifact evaluation
should take place as part of the review process. Our recommen-
dations are not novel [4, 6, 9], but rather a call to arms of the
SIGCOMM community to embrace and adapt the good practices
evolving across the related systems, measurement, performance
and evaluation communities. We further suggest the following im-
provements to the SIGCOMM reproducibility initiative:

• Mandating an artifact description as part of papers submis-
sion process [11].

• Providing in calls-for-papers a checklist, to be used by au-
thors and reviewers [4, 5].

• Allowing early career researchers to self-nominate to Arti-
fact Evaluation committees.

• Publish the results of artifacts evaluation as part of a confer-
ence proceedings, or soon thereafter.



Our ambition is to start a conversation: how much trust can we, or
others, place in our outcomes and howwill we create and strengthen
that trust?

2 DEFINING ARTIFACT EVALUATION
The evaluation of NDP in [15] was not constrained by ACM badge
definitions, it was when the authors of [15] sought clarity a gap
among definitions became clear.

ACM defines Replicability as:
Replicability [1] (Different team, same experimental setup): “The
measurement can be obtained with stated precision by a different
team using the same measurement procedure, the same measuring
system, under the same operating conditions, in the same or a
different location on multiple trials. For computational experiments,
this means that an independent group can obtain the same result
using the author’s own artifacts.”

While reproducibility is defined as:
Reproducibility [1] (Different team, different experimental setup):
“The measurement can be obtained with stated precision by a dif-
ferent team, a different measuring system, in a different location
on multiple trials. For computational experiments, this means that
an independent group can obtain the same result using artifacts
which they develop completely independently.”

The artifact evaluation task in [15] is ill defined as it neither
replicates nor reproduces the original artifact evaluation work. The
artifact evaluation is conducted by a different team, and uses the
same experimental setup. This implies replication rather than repro-
duction. However, the evaluation explores a change of parameters,
such as seeds (in simulation), and packet sizes (in hardware testing),
that do not fall under the replication category, nor are they clearly
defined as reproduction. Such robustness or sensitivity testing is
both good practice and has become increasingly common; for ex-
ample, the evaluation of NDP arose through a study of Stardust’s
robustness [16]. The measurement community also expects a high
level of scrutiny, e.g., as network measurements can easily be biased
by the selection of vantage points.

SIGCOMM currently does not support either the “Results Repli-
cated” nor the “Results Reproduced” badges. In the following sec-
tions we try to motivate the community not only to adopt these
two badges, but also to apply and extend them to cover aspects of
robustness.

3 MOTIVATION
Why care? The SIGCOMM community has a long track-record of

research contributions that have had real-world impact: describing
approaches that are quickly adopted in industry or arose in industry.
As such, we should aspire to develop solid artifacts. Artifacts don’t
necessarily need to be mature or complete, but a good evaluation
can expose important characteristics (limitations and advantages)
of a solution. A good idea can too easily be tossed away by users
if weaknesses are discovered, whereby if the same weaknesses are
discovered by their originators, they can be quickly identified and
perhaps fixed too.

Who cares? Teaching early career researcher proper evaluation
practices provides a lesson for life. These researchers later lead
development teams, or become senior researchers themselves, and

the practices they have learned as students are carried on to their
students. Many of the senior researchers reading this paper are prob-
ably thinking “but of course sensitivity testing is required”, however
unless we set an expectation from the community to maintain cer-
tain standards, such practices may simply be deemed unnecessary,
a waste of paper, or irrelevant.

Should we separate papers from artifacts? Artifacts are the means
to establish trust between papers’ authors and readers. The source
code tells a reader about the nature of a solution, the evaluation
environment describes how the solution was evaluated, and results
datasets provide a record of this evaluation. Papers sometimes de-
scribe a vision or an architecture, where an artifact does not exist.
However, where a paper claims to cover aspects of implementation
or evaluation, the artifact is our way of confirming such claims.
When an artifact does not support claims made in a paper, a re-
viewer has the flexibility to decide whether the difference is core
to the paper. However, separating the artifact from a paper leaves
reviewers with no means to assess the trustworthiness of the paper.

4 RELATED INITIATIVES
How do other communities evaluate artifacts? Many communi-

ties: ACM and others, (e.g., SIGPLAN, SIGHPC) now run artifact
evaluation as part of their conferences. However, the scope of eval-
uation is often limited. In most cases, only artifacts of accepted
papers are evaluated (e.g., SOSP’19, PLDI’20, CGO’20, ASPLOS’20),
and the artifact is not taken into consideration when reviewing
the paper. An increasing number of conferences are seeking to
badge to “Results Replicated” level. Examples include CGO, PPOPP,
MLSys and workshops such as ASPLOS’18 ReQuEST. While the
artifact evaluation committee is many times set up by the orga-
nizing committee, in some cases, e.g., OOPSLA’20, there is a call
for self-nomination, targeted at post-docs and senior PhD students.
Further community movement has recently seen USENIX ATC to
direct authors to online checklists [8]. Yet, while the security per-
formance communities also recognise the problems, e.g., [14], a
coherent community strategy is still to coalesce.

SIGPLAN’s Checklist. In the SIGPLAN community, empirical eval-
uation guidelines were developed, and the findings were used to
produce a 1-page checklist [4, 5]. The checklist is comprised of
seven categories, each with a few example violations. Despite the
differences between SIGCOMM and SIGPLAN, all the categories
and example violations are relevant to the SIGCOMM community.
Only in the description of a few examples wording may require
adoption, e.g., SIGPLAN checklist refers to “compiler optimization”
whereas SIGCOMM may refer for example to “network stack opti-
mization”, yet the overarching goal of the example does not change.
The SIGPLAN checklist is different to SIGCOMM’s artifact evalua-
tion guidelines, as it focuses on the quality of the evaluation, rather
than on the reusability of the artifact.

Artifact Description. An Artifact Description form (AD) includes
information on the experiments reported in the paper, associated
datasets, hardware and software, baseline experimental setup and
more. An Artifact Evaluation form (AE) also extends on steps taken
to ensure that results are trustworthy. SuperComputing introduced
AD/AE as part of its reproducibility initiative in 2016 [10], and



mandated submitting anArtifact Description form since 2019 [3, 11],
while submitting an Artifact Evaluation form remains optional.
The AD/AE are online forms and part of the submission process,
comprised of checkboxes and a few open questions, reducing the
load on both authors and reviewers, as the forms assist in the
assessment. Similar AD/AE requirements in SIGCOMM conferences
would improve both submission and review quality, without adding
significant overheads.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS
Starting Early. Artifact evaluation practices should be interleaved

throughout a research project. Testing an artifact’s robustness just
before a paper deadline is too late. Building an artifact evaluation
environment that supports parameter variation and enables re-
peatable executions simplifies debugging during the development
process, increases portability between platforms, and reduces the
burden when artifact submission is due. An evaluation environment
can often be carried from previous projects, thus properly setting
the infrastructure once alleviates future efforts. As a community,
we need to emphasize the need for such practices.

Using Checklists. The empirical evaluation guidelines developed
by the SIGPLAN community [4, 5] are relevant also to SIGCOMM
researchers. Still, conferences within SIGCOMM differ significantly
from each other: an artifact submitted to IMC will be evaluated
(by its authors) differently than artifacts submitted to ANCS or e-
energy. We propose that SIGCOMM conferences publish a checklist
with a conference’s call for papers, setting the expectations from
submissions and providing clarity for early career researchers. For
instance, a difference between conferences will be in “Fails to mea-
sure all important Effects” under “Relevant Metrics”, where ANCS
will give as an example “Failing to measure the effect of packet size
on throughput”, while IMC will use “Failing to evaluate the effect
of using different vantage points”.

Including Artifact Description. Including an artifact description
in paper submissions is a low hanging fruit. The artifact description
can be part of the submission form on hotcrp, and some informa-
tion, e.g., identifying platforms names, can be blinded from the
reviewers. Proprietary corporate platforms can be catered for, as
done by the supercomputing community. An artifact description
form can assist reviewers in many different ways, including com-
mon questions such as “is this a result of a simulation, or was it
running in hardware?”.

We do believe that robustness should be a goal for artifact eval-
uation, but we believe that the way to get there is by educating
the community to submit artifacts that were tested for robustness,
rather by putting the burden on artifact evaluation committees.

Artifact Evaluation Committee. Enabling early career researcher
participation in artifact evaluation committees, rather than estab-
lished researchers alone, will benefit all parties: evaluating the
artifacts early on, making more researchers familiar with other
work and evaluation practices, providing a development opportu-
nity to early stage researchers and not adding load to more senior
ones. The key to the success of such an evaluation will be, through
the existence of pre-determined evaluation check lists, the setting
of expectations. Some communities publish reports of their results,

which can serve as an incentive to participate in artifact evalua-
tion committees. While already today CCR publishes the results of
artifact evaluation, we propose to do so as part of the conference
proceedings, as one or two pages summaries.

Badging During the Review Process. It is easy under the pressure
of a deadline to evaluate only to “the minimal level required for ac-
ceptance” rather to the “adequate level of quality”, without anyone
(possibly even the authors) being able to notice. As shown in [15],
the disparity between results can be significant. We therefore be-
lieve that artifact evaluation results need to inform conferences:
from eligibility and awards, to publishing artifact evaluation re-
views (in addition to badges) along with the papers. The important
part is doing so in a timely manner, so researchers can be made
aware of strengths and weaknesses of projects before they begin fol-
low upworks.With the artifact evaluation committee extended, and
with more supporting materials (checklists, AD/AE forms) provided
to artifact reviewers, evaluating the quality of submitted artifacts
beyond current ‘reusable’ badge becomes easier. In order to do so,
artifact evaluation committees should become part of conferences,
just like poster or shadow PC committees. As described earlier, this
is already implemented in other SIGs’ conferences.

Making a Difference. Each of the recommendations above pro-
vides a layer of improvement to artifacts submissions. Education,
Checklists and Artifact Evaluation forms help improve the quality
of artifacts. An Artifact Description form improves the complete-
ness of an artifact, and does not mean that the quality is better,
but it is the fist step toward mandating Artifact Evaluation and it
encourages researchers to improve their artifacts. Increasing par-
ticipation in artifact evaluation committees not only reduces the
load on heavily-loaded reviewers, but also improves the quality of
future artifacts, as new reviewers learn from their experience and
adapt practices. Badging during the review process provides the
trust in a published paper, which is, eventually, our goal.

6 CONCLUSION
Trust is hard won, and easily lost; evaluation within artefact badg-
ing defines an expected standard of a projects’ quality. Badging up
to Reusable level may not expose flaws in architecture, implementa-
tion and evaluation, and Results Replicated and Results Reproduced
badges may not reveal such flaws either [15]. To attend to these
limitations we propose pathways to improve artifact evaluation,
from the publishing of evaluation check lists to the mandating of
Artifact Description submissions. Embedding artifact evaluation
within the papers’ review process will provide important quality
assurance both to authors and the community: not only our own,
but to the many communities who must build their work upon
ours.

This paper left some unanswered questions, such as how to
provide strong incentives to publish reproducible artifacts. We en-
courage the community to continue to explore these critical issues.
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